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YOUR TIMEPIECES DESERVE 
TO BE LOOKED AFTER

It is the thought that counts…
It is acknowledged that even complicated automatic mechanical watches operate on 
a simple principle : the movements of the person who is wearing the watch allow the 
oscillating weight to rotate and, in doing so, to rewind the movement. As long as the 
watch is being worn, the movement rewinds automatically. If the watch is not worn, 
the power reserve - 40 hours in most cases - runs out and the movement stops. If the 
stoppage time is prolonged, the lubricants can dry out, which in turn can cause the 
gear train to seize so altering the good functioning of the watch.

Complication: attentions…
The mechanism of the perpetual calendar, for example, has a mechanical memory 
that allows it to automatically go from 28th, 30th or 31st of the month to the 1st of 
the following month. The same applies to leap years, that is to say every four years ; 
the date passes from 29 February to 1 March by "jumping". The only manual 
adjustment required must be made during the years 2100 and 2400, which 
exceptionally are non-leap years. If the movement stops, restarting the mechanism 
requires an in-depth knowledge of watchmaking. That is why a complicated watch 
must always be in motion.

Maintenance and transmission
The precise and regular maintenance of your timepiece makes it possible to 
protect the investment it represents in a possible transmission perspective.
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PROTECT. MAINTAIN. ENHANCE.

In order to preserve the value you attach to your timepiece, it is advisable to conjugate 
three verbs in the present tense.

Protect
When a timepiece is not worn, the easiest way to protect it from shocks, scratches, 
water, dust, etc. is its case or its watch winder. Regular cleaning is also a good 
protection against daily aggression or the passage of time.

Maintain
If the watch is not worn regularly, it is advisable to place the timepiece in a watch 
winder. In addition, a regular inspection of the seal by an authorised watchmaker 
guarantees it functions properly and maintains its value. 

Enhance
Sophisticated system of great precision, an automatic watch is also a beautiful piece 
of work that we like to wear and admire. Apart from your wrist, what better place to 
highlight it than a watch winder ?
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THE WATCH WINDER:
IT TURNS HEADS.

At home or on the move, placing your automatic watch in a watch winder makes 
it possible to protect it, to maintain it by keeping it always on time and to enhance 
it. This is all the more justified if the owner owns several watches or watches with 
complications. Some programmable watch winders allow to set the winding time and 
the number of revolutions, the speed and the direction of rotation for an optimal setting 
according to the timepiece.

Thanks to its invented, proven and recognised technologies, Scatola del Tempo offers 
a wide range of watch winders designed and assembled in Italy, certain components 
being manufactured in Switzerland.

Watch winders for connoisseurs
The Scatola del Tempo watch winders meet the highest standards, so as to better 
meet those of a clientele of connoisseurs.

Therefore, each watch winder features :
█ a Swiss motor with magnetism reduced to a minimum,
█ an ultra-silent system,
█ a programming system making it possible to define the number of revolutions 

according to the models,
█ the counting of the revolutions,
█ up to three years of battery life for the new Rotor-One models, thanks to a 

Swiss motor and a low-energy electronic circuit.

In addition, our watch winders are particularly appreciated for :
█ their irreproachable quality, thanks to an assembly being entirely carried out by 

hand by our teams and a quality control carried out on each piece,
█ their unique mounting system allowing to replace in one gesture the external 

structure, to change style at will, but also to modify the mechanical parts,
█ their timeless design that comes in multiple variations of materials and colours.
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To meet all your expectations, the Scatola del Tempo watch winders come in a variety 
of materials - leather, silk and wood -, colours and combinations of watch winders. 
The customisation includes new materials and the printing of patterns, logos or photos 
on any type of material, whether UV, hot stamping or laser engraving, and all this on 
the entire range.

The idea of limit is not part of our DNA. To surprise and seduce the most enlightened 
amateurs, we now create fully-customised furniture in the rarest, most valuable or 
most innovative materials. Together with interior designers and architects, we even 
design spaces that can be integrated into walk-in wardrobes, bedrooms, living rooms 
and secure rooms or safes.

R&D : the origin of excellence
Innovation is essential to create unique products that meet the needs of a demanding 
private clientele. In the same way, we collaborate with the biggest Swiss watchmaking 
companies to integrate our motors in their watch winders. That is why we have been 
constantly improving our rotation and programming systems for the last 30 years.

Strong ecological awareness
In order to limit its carbon footprint, all Scatola del Tempo suppliers have been selected 
within a radius of 50 kilometers around its manufacture of Como ( Italy ).

YOUR TIMEPIECE MERITS A
MADE-TO-MEASURE WATCH WINDER.
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Passion first and foremost
1990. Scatola del Tempo was created near Como, Italy, on an idea from a passionate 
engineer and collector, Sandro Colarieti who could not find watch winders for 
his timepieces. He made one himself. The patent was filed and success followed 
immediately.

Offer ( quality ) and demand ( spontaneous )
The first models were made entirely by hand by the best local craftsmen in high-quality 
leather and silk. The very first series soon created a large and spontaneous demand. 
Thirty years on, Scatola del Tempo is recognised on the five continents.

Exclusive design
The piece is designed with a "deep" knowledge of the contents: structure covered with 
absorbent material, structured interior shapes for almost all watches, transport without 
pressure or risk for movements. The exterior is of great refinement: cow leather or 
varnished Macassar wood, clasps and silver-plated zippers for a long life.   

Revolutionary technology
The Scatola del Tempo technology is revolutionary for two reasons : it was the first of 
its kind and created the very concept of the watch winder. The Swiss high-precision 
micro-motor is controlled by an exclusive microprocessor. The rotation is carried out 
in both directions to rewind any automatic movement. When the watch winder is 
not connected to the mains, two alkaline batteries can provide up to three years of 
autonomy for the new Rotor-One models.
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Made in Switzerland, assembled in Italy
While some components and mechanisms are manufactured in Switzerland, the 
assembly of all models - as well as the quality control of materials and mechanical 
parts - is carried out in Italy.

Qualities that stand the test of time
Low consumption, minimal-magnetic-field reduction and exceptional reliability over 
time: the three qualities of the Scatola del Tempo watch winders have not changed 
since their creation in 1990. 

Swiss watchmaking
First company to offer collectors this type of accessory, both beautiful and 
practical, Scatola del Tempo has been collaborating with many Swiss watchmaking 
companies, such as Patek Philippe since 1992.

Intelligent collaboration
In 2017, Scatola del Tempo joined forces with SwissKubiK, a Swiss brand of watch 
winders, to expand its product range, create synergies and meet the demands of a 
growing market. Together, they now offer the best of design and technology.
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The Rotor One comes in 7 bright leather colours. 
Its exterior cover has a Softtouch finish, pleasant to the 
touch, integrating a Swiss Made mechanism for beautiful 
watches lovers. This model functions solely on batteries 
and offers a minimum autonomy of 3 years.

ROTOR-ONE

Rotor-One
Black

Italian design

Dimensions :
11.5 × 10 × 10 cm
(without window)

Material : 
ABS plastic and leather
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Rotor-OneRotor-One Rotor-One
ChestnutBlack Chocolate

ROTOR-ONE
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ROTOR-ONE

Rotor-One Rotor-One Rotor-One Rotor-One
Grey Green Blue Red
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Full leather case with 3 programmable winders plus 
storage space for 4 watches with leather straps or 
bracelet suitable for regular size watches and oversize 
ones, with an extra compartment for straps.

7-RT

7-RT
Chestnut
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7-RT

7-RT

7-RT

7-RT

7-RT
Chocolate

Bi-color

Chestnut

Black
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ROTORE 6 / 9
Full leather case with 6 or 9 programmable winders. Containing a watch 
holder able to hold watch cases of every shape and dimension. With 
independent lines of winders that can be programmed separately. The 
entire winding system can easily be removed and stored into a safe.

Crystal door, Zebrano wood outside and leather inside with 6 or 9 programmable winders. Containing watch 
holders able to hold watch cases of every shape and dimension. With independent lines of winders that can 
be programmed separately. The entire winding system can easily be removed and stored into a safe.

Rotore 9

Rotore 6

Black

Black

Rotore 9
Black

Rotore 6
Black

Rotore 9
Zebrano Wood / Black

Rotore 6
Zebrano Wood / Black
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CORNICE 3 / 6 / 9

Cornice 6 Cornice 9
Black Black

Cornice 3
Black

To wind up to 3, 6 or 9 oversize watches. Containing a watch holder 
able to hold watch cases of every shape and dimensions. Fully leather 
covered. Programmable, easy to store into a safe, saving useful space.

For the 6 and 9 models, independent lines of winders that can be 
programmed separately.
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Travel case in leather equipped with a cushion which 
allows to store up to 4 watches and other items such 
as bracelets or necklaces.

POCHETTE

Pochette
Chestnut
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POCHETTE

Pochette

Pochette

Pochette
Chocolate

Black

Chestnut

H10 x W22 x D7.5 cm - H3.9 x W8.7 x D3 Inch
H = Height – W = Width – D = Depth 
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VIAGGIO 1

Viaggio 1 Viaggio 1 Viaggio 1
Black Chocolate Chestnut

Full leather travel case for one watch with leather strap or bracelet 
suitable for regular size watches and oversize ones ( diameter of 
the case, crown included, 56 mm ).

H5.7 x W11.5 x D8.5 cm - H2.2 x W4.5 x D3.3 Inch
H = Height – W = Width – D = Depth 
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VIAGGIO 6

Viaggio 6
Black

Viaggio 6

Viaggio 6

Chestnut

Chocolate

Full leather travel zipper case to hold 6 oversize leather strap watches.

H8 x W24.5x H16.5 cm - H3.1 x W9.5 x D6.4 Inch
H = Height – W = Width – D = Depth 
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VALIGETTA

Valigetta
Chocolate
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VALIGETTA 4

Valigetta 4
Chocolate

H8.5 x W30 x D14 cm - H3.3 x W11.7 x D5.5 Inch
H = Height – W = Width – D = Depth 

Full leather carrying case for 4 watches with leather straps or bracelet 
suitable for regular size watches and oversize ones ( diameter of the 
case, crown included, 56mm). 

Valigetta 4

Valigetta 4

Valigetta 4

Chestnut

Bi-color

Black
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VALIGETTA 8

Valigetta 8 Valigetta 8 Valigetta 8Valigetta 8
Chocolate Chestnut BlackBi-color

Full leather carrying case for 8 watches with leather straps or bracelet 
suitable for regular size watches and oversize ones (diameter of the 
case, crown included, 56mm) 

H9 x W30.5 x D25.5 cm - H3.55 x W12 x D10 Inch
H = Height – W = Width – D = Depth 
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VALIGETTA 8

Valigetta 8
Black with handle

Valigetta 8

Valigetta 8

Valigetta 8

Chestnut with handle

Chocolate with handle

Bi-color with handle
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VALIGETTA 16

Valigetta 16Valigetta 16
Chestnut

Valigetta 16
BlackBi-color

Valigetta 16
Chocolate

H14.5 x W34.5 x D24 cm - H5.7 x W13.5 x D9.4 Inch
H = Height – W = Width – D = Depth 

Full leather carrying case for 16 watches with leather straps or bracelet 
suitable for regular size watches and oversized ones (diameter of the 
case, crown included, 56mm) 
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TESORO

Tesoro
Leather and Silk

Tesoro Grande
Leather and Silk

Full leather zipper travel box for jewelry. 2 models, with or without 
removable trays. 

H8 x W24.5 x D16.5 cm - H3.1 x W9.5 x D6.4 Inch
H = Height – W = Width – D = Depth 

H9 x W30.5 x D25.5 cm - H3.5 x W11.9 x D9.9 Inch
H = Height – W = Width – D = Depth 

TESORO GRANDE
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ACCESSORIES

Toolbox

ToolboxToolbox

Chestnut

ChocolateBlack

Full leather small zipper case containing tools to take care and polish 
the watch from Bergeon.

H6 x W16 x D11 cm - H2.3 x W6.2 x D4.3 Inch
H = Height – W = Width – D = Depth 



BESPOKE
For more than 30 years, Scatola del Tempo has acquired 
a strong experience in all kind of bespoke projects for 
private customers. Designing and manufacturing safes, 
panic rooms, cabinets or walk-in closets equipped with 
multiple winders for automatic watches or drawers and 
all kind of pieces of furniture directly with the customer or 
with his/her interior designer.
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VALIGETTA 4 VALIGETTA 4

BLA
CK

BLA
CK

MATERIAL

MATERIAL

DIM
ENSIO

NS

DIM
ENSIO

NS

MODEL

MODEL

CHOCOLA
TE

CHOCOLA
TE

CHESTNUT

CHESTNUT

BEIGE
BEIGE

GREY
GREY

GREEN

GREEN

BLU
E

BLU
E

RED
RED

ZEBRANO W
OOD /B

LA
CK

ZEBRANO W
OOD /B

LA
CK

DIR. O
F ROT. C

W/ACW

DIR. O
F ROT. C

W/ACW

PROGRAM 

PROGRAM 

AUTOM. R
EVERSE CW/ACW

AUTOM. R
EVERSE CW/ACW

BAT
TERY POWER SUPPLY

BAT
TERY POWER SUPPLY

POWER SUPPLY

POWER SUPPLY

DC POWER SUPPLY

DC POWER SUPPLY

BI-C
OLO

R

(CHOCOLA
TE/C

HESTNUT)

BI-C
OLO

R

(CHOCOLA
TE/C

HESTNUT)

VALIGETTA 8 VALIGETTA 8

VALIGETTA 16 VALIGETTA 16

VIAGGIO 1 VIAGGIO 1

VIAGGIO 6 VIAGGIO 6

TOOLBOX TOOLBOX

POCHETTE POCHETTE

TESORO TESORO

TESORO GRANDE TESORO GRANDE

7RT 7RT

ROTORE 6 ROTORE 6

ROTORE 6L ROTORE 6L 

ROTORE 9 ROTORE 9

ROTORE 9L ROTORE 9L

CORNICE 3 CORNICE 3

CORNICE 6 CORNICE 6

CORNICE 9 CORNICE 9

ROTOR-ONE ROTOR-ONE

8,5 x 30 x 14 3,3 x 11,7 x 5,5

9 x 30,5 x 25,5 3,5 x 11,9 x 9,9

14,5 x 34,5 x 24* 5,7 x 13,5 x 9,4*

*: + Handle

Other colours available upon request for minimum quantities Other colours available upon request for minimum quantities

*: + Handle

5,7 x 11,5 x 8,5 2,2 x 4,5 x 3,3

7,5 x 24,5 x 16,5 2,9 x 9,6 x 6,4

6 x 16 x 11 2,3 x 6,2 x 4,3

10 x 22 x 7,5 3,9 x 8,7 x 3

7,5 x 24 x 16 2,9 x 9,4 x 6,2

9 x 30,5 x 25,5 3,5 x 11,9 x 9,9

19 x 30 x 19 7,4 x 11,7 x 7,4

26,5 x 34 x 23 10,3 x 13,3 x 9

28,5 x 34 x 23 11,1 x 13,3 x 9

38 x 34,5 x 23 14,8 x 13,5 x 9

40,5 x 34 x 23 15,8 x 13,3 x 9

11,5 x 31 x 17,5 4,5 x 12,1 x 6,8

23,5 x 31 x 17,5 9,2 x 12,1 x 6,8

34 x 31 x 17,5 13,3 x 11,9 x 6,8

11,5 x 10 x 10 4,5 x 4,3 x 3,5
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TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION
Dimensions in Centimeters

TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION
Dimensions in Inch
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The products and accessories as well as the trademarks and the trades names presented in this 
catalogue are protected and remain the exclusive property of S.C.S. & Co. Srl. 
Any attempts to counterfeit them will be prosecuted.

The models which appears in this catalogue are not all reproduced to exact size. In the same way, 
the colours may differ slightly from the original due to the effects of the reproduction.

Thanks to:
Dietrich Watches - www.dietrich.com

Teo Jakob – www.teojakob.ch

Photo credit: Nicolas Schopfer
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